
Case Study

Optimized customer 
service processes 
for Governmental
Hotline

The optimized application for the Governmental Hotline of the NISZ National 

Infocommunications Service Company helps the support service department 

to improve their processes and have shorter calls. This has led to a significant 

decrease in working hours with the 1.200.000 calls per year.
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Customer Story

NISZ National Infocommunications Service Company comes under the 

jurisdiction of the Ministry of Public Administration and Justice. Its activities 

include managing and processing central certified registers - such as 

personal, address, transport and criminal data - as well as expanding and 

enhancing electronic services for administration.

The Governmental Hotline operated by NISZ serves as the office’s telepho-

ne support service, and is also used for general administrative and govern-

mental customer service tasks.

NISZ issued a public procurement tender for building a telecommunication and 

IT infrastructure for its Governmental Hotline. This task was previously perfor-

med by third parties, but in 2019, in accordance with governmental strategy, 

operation of the Contact Center was reassigned as an in-office duty.

Oriana Kft. applied for the tender as a subcontractor, and was required to 

develop a process support and knowledge base system for the Contact Center.

Since operators handle strictly confidential personal data on a daily basis, the 

protection of this data is essential, while an ergonomic and intuitive interface is 

also needed, given the large numbers of requests. As the scope of tasks 

performed by the Contact Center is constantly expanding and changing to 

maintain compliance with newly-adopted laws, another key requirement for the 

system was to enable easy and fast enhancement.

Company

Key takeaways

Pain Points

75 operators work in the Contact Center which handles more than 

1.200.000 calls per year, besides emails and other electronic requests.

The processes were built based on test results, and feedback from senior 

operators, to ensure the system is working at its highest level.

On-boarding of employees now takes only 3-4 days instead of two weeks, 

thanks to the application’s friendly and easy to use interface.

The application was running within 6 weeks instead of the previously planned 

130 days.



Customer Story

The client needed a fast solution that will also allow flexibility regarding 

customization, while respecting strict EU regulations regarding data protec-

tion. Oriana’s solution was a business application built on the Effector engine, 

consisting of pre-developed basic schemes and offering customizable capabi-

lities to adapt to client needs.

“Experts say that it takes at least 4-5 
months to develop a system like this, but 
Oriana undertook to deliver the application 
in 6 weeks. And their promise was fulfilled”, 
said Csaba Fazekas, head of NISZ 
Government Contact Center Department.

Why low-code

Why Oriana

What Oriana delivered

The Oriana solution was more flexible than any dedicated software with fixed 

functions offered by competitors, and provided a more risk-free and cost-effec-

tive answer to the business problem than any custom-developed system.

After winning the tender, Oriana presented NISZ with an operational prototype, 

which was modified through a series of iterations to meet the office’s unique 

needs. In this way, the process support system was up and running within 6 

weeks instead of the previously planned 130 days. 

The system’s pre-developed basic scheme sets allowed for extremely fast 

implementation of the solution. A good example of this is the creation of the 

knowledge management module which Oriana delivered fully functional in just 

a couple of weeks, as modification of a pre-developed basic scheme was all 

that was needed.



Customer Story

The system integrates into the main software used by the Contact Center and 

ensures that customer calls and emails always reach an available operator with 

the highest skill set. 

Operators record customer data on the application interface, categorize and 

forward requests to the right recipients, and use the application knowledge 

base to search for any background information needed to perform their work in 

a couple of seconds. The system can also be used to create reports and 

statistics of workflows, and transmit electronic data to other authorities through 

a safe electronic document transfer service called Hivatali Kapu (Office Gate).

In just 6 weeks, Oriana’s team helped the client achieve the objective of develo-

ping a new process support and knowledge base application for the Contact 

Center. 75 operators, 10 managers and service support employees now have an 

application they can use to monitor data and optimize their work. The low-code 

solution built with Effector offers more cost-effective operation through in-house 

management of processes, and shorter call times have led to a significant 

decrease in working hours with 1.200.000 calls per year. Also, the client mana-

ged to complete the EU project within a short deadline, and now has a simplified 

employment registration process. 

The Results

Conclusion

Thanks to the application’s user-friendly interface, on-boarding of employees 

now only takes 3-4 days instead of two weeks. Senior operators also tested the 

system, and the interface was fine-tuned based on their test results and 

feedback. Oriana’s solution is based on an open-source XML standard, 

enabling the client’s own operations staff to make modifications that do not 

affect basic functions.


